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Control work – 1 

The Type of control work: Dictation. 
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Control work – 2 

 

The Type of control work: Test 

 

1. A post office is a place ................you may do postal business. 

A) who   B) where   C) -   D) there. 

2. The phrase  “I am writing to tell you about” ............is used for 

A) greeting      B) closing 

C) making reference to something  D) explaining the reason for writing 

3. The Internet was invented in ................ 

A) the late 1960s    B) The late 1970s 

C) the early 1960s    D) the early 1950s 

4. I’m phoning to .............you to my brother’s wedding party. 

A) celebrate   B) see   C) invite   D) to take part 

5. Find definition to the word: a parcel 

A) a thing of thing put in the paper 

B) special short telegramme 

C ) is sent by a special postal service 

D) a written , typed, or printed communication, sent in an envelope by 

post or messenger. 

6. Find logical continuation of the sentence: I keep working because 

A) I don’t like this job   B) I enjoy working here 

C) he wants it     D) it’s boring 

7 . I am g o o d ................ languages. 

A) at   B) of   C) in   D) with 

8. What is wrong suggestion for an interview? 

A) never   B) never ask  C) no hats   D) no mobile phones 

9. If I have free time, I ..............my relatives. 

A) visited   B) visit   C) will visit  D) am visit 

10. Write the job: She works with plants. She is a ................ 

A) biologist  B) chemist  C) scientist  D) economist 

11. I’m fond ...................... football. 

A) of   B) about   C) at   D) on 
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12. Before we .............. from swimming in the river near the camp, 

someone............our clothes, and we had to walk back with our towels 

around us. 

A) returned/stole    B) had returned/had stolen 

C) were returning/stole   D) returned/had stolen 

13. Water.................... at 100 degrees. 

A) boils      B) is boiling 

C) will boil     D) will have been boiling 

14. If you don’t need the book ,................. to the library. 

A) take it up     B) take it back 

C) take it through    D) take it down 

15. If I ................you, I wouldn’t have paid so much money for this dress. 

A) were   B) am   C) has been   D) had been 

 16. It’s nine o‘clock. It’s quiet at school. The pupils............a lesson. 

A) will be having  B) have  C) have had   D) are having 

17. Apart time job ...................................... 

A) is done the whole day   B) is done only the evenings 

C) is done the half of the day  D) is done only by man 

18. Try ............to me very carefully. 

A) to listen  B) listening  C) listen   D) listened 

19. I feel terrible. I think I ..........to be sick. 

A) will   B) go   C) am going  D) will be going 

20. This p arcel.........2 kilos. 

A) weights  B) weighs   C) weigh   D) weight. 
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Ushbu 9-sinf nazorat ishi daftarining to’liq va fondagi yozuvlarsiz variantini olish 
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